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From: Brendon Mulloy
To: LA Committee - PTCS
Subject: Inquiry into EV Vehicle Adoption in the ACT
Date: Tuesday, 7 June 2022 6:19:40 PM

Dear ACT Government,

Thanks for the opportunity to comment on EV adoption. For background, I currently drive
a Ford Ranger and regularly tow and/or travel in remote, or semi remote areas. One
scenario that is an example that stops me from moving to an EV:
- ~400-500km driving to a remote location, probably on dirt, or remote roads,
- refuelling from jerry cans at end of day,
- running the campsite using gas for cooking and solar for refrigeration and lights.
- refuelling vehicle and jerry cans at some point the next day. It might be in the first 50km,
it might be in the final 50km,
- repeat.
In this scenario if I had a decent, portable recharging system, 1000km range and enough
capacity to also allow cooking and running a car fridge, then yes, I would be considering
an EV.

As of today, while EVs have progressed in leaps and bounds, some limitations remain for
me. It is not a common situation, but common enough to be a barrier. I regularly tow and
spend time in relatively remote places, like properties around Mitta Mitta, Grenfell,
Canowindra, Coonabarabran, etc. many of these places are scant on recharging
infrastructure and you can’t just grab a jerry can of electrons.

I admit that most of my journeys in Canberra could be done in an EV, but the price is
prohibitive when I already own one car and am paying off a mortgage, pay rego for car and
trailers, ever increasing rates, etc.

Thanks!
Brendon Mulloy
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